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VPHFT8511 Human Figure 
Template, 8.5”x11”. This template 

is a must whenever a human figure 
drawing is required, for both male and 
female figures. Comes with 3 hole 
punching to fit any std. ring binder. 
Scale is ¼” to a foot. When drawn with 

a ball point pen.   $23.95 each. 
#VPLVTS48/3 Large Vehicle 
Template Set, 4”x8”, with 3 

templates categorized for Municipal 
Vehicles; Farm/Recreational Vehicles 
and Construction Vehicles.Cut-out 

scales are 1” =20 ft.  $30.95 set 

#VPBCT23/5 Business Card 
Template set.   This 5 template set of 

2”x3” templates fits any breast pocket  or 
business card holder, with the most useful 
Basic diagram cut-outs. 

$ 20.95 set 

 

 

 

 

#VPBTS48/3 Boat Template Set,  
This three template set of 4”x8” 
templates comes also in a black 
leatherette case and includes buoys, 
personal watercraft, docks,etc. Scale 1” 
= 20ft. Some cut-outs are also provided 

for 1” =30 ft.   $30.95 set 

#VPRT8511 Railroad Template, 
8.5”x11”.   This template is 3 hole 

punched to fit all std. ring binders, the 
cut-outs are scales 1”=20ft. and can be 
used with med. ball point pen or pencil. 
Most useful for all Railroad accidents, 
showing many engine and railroad car 
types, along with other railroad 

equipment & signals etc.  $16.95 
each. VPFPSS35/2 Forensic 

Photographic Scale Set. 3”x5”. 
Designed to assist the forensic 
photographer/criminal investigator in the 
photo documentation of physical evidence 
including tool marks, latent prints and 
other trace evidence.     This two piece set 
includes black on gray and fluorescent 
orange on gray. Printed with both 

English & metric markings. Circular and 
square cut-outs allow scale to surround 
evidence being phoptographed.The 2 
template set comes in sturdy black 

leatherette case.    $20.95 set 

 

#VPFPOMTSM35 Forensic 
Photographic Mirror or Tactical 
Mirror , 3”x5”.    This 3”x5” mirror is 

high quality and useful for directing light 
into crevices and side lighting 
footwear/tire impressions. The opposite 
side is gray with the same scale in English 
& metric as the Forensic Photographic 
Scale template. This Mirror has NO cut-
outs, allowing small items, e.g. bullets, etc 
to be place within the printed circles. It 
also comes in a black leatherette case. 

$18.95 each. 



 VISUAL PLANNING CORPORATION is pleased to add a new line of POLICE and FORENSIC 
Templates to our extensive template selection. Most of these templates come in a sturdy and 
attractive black leatherette case and are all made in the USA with the finest materials and quality 
workmanship .If you are in the RCMP, Military Police or other Police forces, please consider this 
selection  for your future needs . Thank you et merci beaucoup.    Page 1 

 

 

 

#VPDTTS48/2 Double Traffic 
Template set, consisting of 2 

Template,4”x8” in black leatherette 
case. Vehicles and pedestrians are 
provided in two scales: One  inch equals 
20 feet and One inch equals 10 feet. 
Two scale rules are included. 
Use with med. ballpoint or regular 
pencil. Most complete Traffic 
Investigator template on the market 

today, only $22.50 set 

#VPUTITS1257/5 Universal Traffic 
Investigation Template in black 

leatherette case, set of 5 templates, 
ea.1.25”x7”, Use with ball point or 
pencil. Incl. speed nomo-graph, 
protractor and compass. The universal 
set is scales at one inch equals 20 feet. 
The 10X set is scales at one inch equals 
10 feet.Both sets include the proper 

scale ruler.   $20.05 set 

#VPCST8511 Crime Scene 
Template, a full 8.5”x11” template with 

cut-outs in two scales: ¼” equals 1 foot 
for drwg. with ballpoint  for burglary 
reports, or other more serious crimes, 
incl. arson, while the One inch equals 10 
ft. scale is used with the 10X traffic 
templates. Has 3 holes to fit all std. ring 

binders.              $23.95 each. 

 Each.

 

 

 
#VPDPTTS35/4 Deluxe Pocket 
Traffic Template Set, 3”x5”, 

comprised of 4 pieces, 2 pocket 
templates, 1 Drug Recognition Card and 
1 Footnote Card, all in black leatherette 
case, a MUST for every Police Officer. 

$29.50 set 

#VPPTTSET35/2 Pocket 
Template Set, 3”x5”, consisting of 2 

templates, scaled for One (1) inch 
equals 20 feet. Most suitable for use 
with med. point ball point pen. 
Templates come in a sturdy black 

leatherette case.      $20.95 set 

#VPST48 Sniper Template, 4”x8”,   
This template is designed to be used by 
anyone who records their target shooting 
sessions. The cut outs allow recording 
shot  placement for a variety of targets. In 
addition there are useful tables for wind 
deflection and bullet path at various wind 
velocities and distances .Metric and 
English scales and a protractor are 
provided. Use with either med. Ball point 
pen or pencil. Comes in black leatherette 

case.    $16.95 each. 

 
 


